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The Essential Jung
"As a doctor, I make every effort to strengthen the belief in
immortality, especially with older patients when such
questions come threateningly close. For, seen in correct
psychological perspective, death is not an end but a goal,
and life's inclination towards death begins as soon as the
meridian is past."--C.G. Jung, commentary on The Secret of
the Golden Flower ? Here collected for the first time are
Jung's views on death and immortality, his writings often
coinciding with the death of the most significant people in
his life. The book shows many of the major themes running
throughout the writings, including the relativity of space
and time surrounding death, the link between transference
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and death, and the archetypes shared among the world's
religions at the depths of the Self. The book includes
selections from "On Resurrection," "The Soul and Death,"
"Concerning Rebirth," "Psychological Commentary on The
Tibetan Book of the Dead" from the Collected Works,
"Letter to Pastor Pfafflin" from Letters, and "On Life after
Death."
"I have entitled this book For Love of the Imagination. Long
ago, I fell in love with the imagination. It was love at first
sight. I have had a lifelong love affair with the imagination.
I would love for others, through this book, to fall in love, as
I once did, with the imagination." Michael Vannoy Adams,
from the Preface. For Love of the Imagination is a book
about the imagination – about what and how images mean.
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Jungian psychoanalysis is an imaginal psychology – or what
Michael Vannoy Adams calls "imaginology," the study of
the imagination. What is so distinctive – and so valuable –
about Jungian psychoanalysis is that it emphasizes images.
For Love of the Imagination is also a book about
interdisciplinary applications of Jungian psychoanalysis.
What enables these applications is that all disciplines
include images of which they are more or less unconscious.
Jungian psychoanalysis is in an enviable position to render
these images conscious, to specify what and how they
mean. On the contemporary scene, as a result of the digital
revolution, there is no trendier word than "applications" –
except, perhaps, the abbreviation "apps." In
psychoanalysis, there is a "Freudian app" and a "Jungian
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app." The "Jungian app" is a technology of the imagination.
This book applies Jungian psychoanalysis to images in a
variety of disciplines. For Love of the Imagination also
includes the 2011 Moscow lectures on Jungian
psychoanalysis. It will be essential reading for
psychoanalysts, psychotherapists, students, and those with
an interest in Jung.
This volume has become known as perhaps the best
introduction to Jung's work. In these famous essays. "The
Relations between the Ego and the Unconscious" and "On
the Psychology of the Unconscious," he presented the
essential core of his system. Historically, they mark the end
of Jung's intimate association with Freud and sum up his
attempt to integrate the psychological schools of Freud and
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Adler into a comprehensive framework. This is the first
paperback publication of this key work in its revised and
augmented second edition of 1966. The earliest versions of
the Two Essays, "New Paths in Psychology" (1912) and
"The Structure of the Unconscious" (1916), discovered
among Jung's posthumous papers, are published in an
appendix, to show the development of Jung's thought in
later versions. As an aid to study, the index has been
comprehensively expanded.
In this compact volume, British psychiatrist and writer
Anthony Storr has selected extracts from Jung's writings
that pinpoint his many original contributions and relate the
development of his thought to his biography. Storr's
explanatory notes and introduction show the progress and
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coherence of Jung's ideas. These notes link the extracts,
and with Dr. Storr's introduction, they show the progress
and coherence of Jung's ideas, including such concepts as
the collective unconscious, the archetypes, introversion
and extroversion, individuation, and Jung's view of
integration as the goal of the development of the
personality.Jung maintained that we are profoundly
ignorant of ourselves and that our most pressing task is to
deflect our gaze away from the external world and toward
the study of our own nature. In a world torn by conflict and
threatened by annihilation, his message has an urgent
relevance for every thoughtful person.
Interdisciplinary Applications of Jungian Psychoanalysis
Psychology of the Unconscious
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The Red Book: Reflections on C.G. Jung's Liber Novus
Jung and Philosophy
Knowledge in a Nutshell: Carl Jung

With the unveiling in 2009 of Jung's
famous Red Book-considered the most
influential unpublished work in the
history of psychology-this great 20thcentury thinker is in the public eye more
than ever before. Here, Anthony Stevens
lays out the basic concepts of Jungian
psychology; examines Jung's views on such
disparate subjects as myth, religion,
gender differences, dreams, and analysis;
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and addresses the unjust allegation that
Jung was a Nazi sympathizer.
Written three years before his death, The
Undiscovered Self combines acuity with
concision in masterly fashion and is Jung
at his very best. Offering clear and crisp
insights into some of his major theories,
such as the duality of human nature, the
unconscious, human instinct and
spirituality, Jung warns against the
threats of totalitarianism and political
and social propaganda to the free-thinking
individual. As timely now as when it was
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first written, Jung's vision is a salutary
reminder of why we should not become
passive members of the herd. With a new
foreword by Sonu Shamdasani.
First published in 1999. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Carl Gustav Jung first wanted to be an
archaeologist. When family finances made
this impossible, he pursued a medical
degree from Basel University. Considering
a specialization in surgery, he stumbled
upon a psychiatry book--an event that
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changed the course of his life and
ultimately the whole field of depth
psychology. Anthony Storr looks at these
and other telling facts about Jung's life
in the opening chapter of this highly
acclaimed book. Though fundamentally
concerned with Jung's ideas, Storr's
approach shows his conviction that in the
realm of dynamic psychology it is
impossible to separate ideas from the
personality of the man in whom they
occurred. His clear and concise review of
the whole corpus of Jung's writings always
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keeps in sight the man behind the work, as
each subsequent chapter concentrates on a
particular Jungian concept, guiding the
reader through the life and ideas of this
great thinker. Storr investigates the
major principles of analytical psychology,
presenting such central concepts as the
collective unconscious, the archetypes,
the shadow, and the persona. He looks at
Jung's religious turmoil and his inner
need to reconcile the opposition between
objectivity and subjectivity. He shows how
his ideas follow a progression from the
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intellectual agitation that characterized
the young psychologist to the advanced
theories of balance and integration found
in the mature man. Storr concludes his
book with a look at psychotherapy,
describing advances as well as problems
involved in a practical consideration of
Jungian techniques. Perhaps the most
remarkable element of Jung is its
illumination of complex concepts--concepts
that had they been easily accessible in
the original would have caused a wider
appreciation of Jung's work. The clarity
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and order that Storr brings to light in
Jung's psychology will come as a welcome
surprise to those who have found him an
obscure if provocative thinker. Storr's
sensitive analysis makes the book
compelling reading for everyone interested
in Jung, and his clear exposition provides
a superior introduction for newcomers,
allowing the genius of Jung to appear for
the widest possible audience. First
published in 1973, this classic study is
now available again. The Routledge edition
includes a brief preface in which the
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author describes his previous work on Jung
as well as his meeting with the great
Swiss thinker.
Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Volume 7
The Black Books (Slipcased Edition) (Vol.
Seven-Volume Set)
The Jung Reader
Jung on Death and Immortality
Researching a Kindred Spirit in the
Shadows
In 1915, C.G. Jung and his psychiatrist colleague, Hans
Schmid-Guisan, began a correspondence through which they
hoped to understand and codify fundamental individual
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differences of attention and consciousness. This
correspondence, available in English for the first time,
reveals Jung fielding keen theoretical challenges form one of
his most sensitive and perceptive colleagues.
This volume presents the essentials of Jung's thought in his
own words. To familiarize readers with the ideas for which
Jung is best known, the British psychiatrist and writer
Anthony Storr has selected extracts from Jung's writings that
pinpoint his many original contributions and relate the
development of his thought to his biography. Dr. Storr has
prefaced each extract with explanatory notes. These notes
link the extracts, and with Dr. Storr's introduction, they show
the progress and coherence of Jung's ideas, including such
concepts as the collective unconscious, the archetypes,
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introversion and extroversion, individuation, and Jung's view
of integration as the goal of the development of the
personality.
Most influential work of Swiss psychiatrist breaks with
Freudian tradition to focus on role of dreams, mythology,
and literature in defining patterns of psyche. Landmark case
study; influential in Jung's redefinition of libido.
"From The collected works of C.G. Jung, volumes 4, 8, 12,
16"--P. [i].
C. G. Jung
The Essential Guide
Jung: A Very Short Introduction
Selected and introduced by Anthony Storr
The Green Book
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Explores Carl Jung's theory that mythology and
history of religion would begin anew, even if it was
suddenly wiped away, because it lives in the human
soul and describes the parallels inherent in classic
and Western literature.
‘Jung was on a giant scale...he was a master physician
of the soul in his insights, a profound sage in his
conclusions. He is also one of Western Man’s great
liberators.’ J. B. Priestly, Sunday Telegraph
Until now, the single most important unpublished
work by C.G. Jung—The Black Books. In 1913, C.G.
Jung started a unique self- experiment that he called
his “confrontation with the unconscious”: an
engagement with his fantasies in a waking state,
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which he charted in a series of notebooks referred to
as The Black Books. These intimate writings shed light
on the further elaboration of Jung’s personal
cosmology and his attempts to embody insights from
his self- investigation into his life and personal
relationships. The Red Book drew on material
recorded from 1913 to 1916, but Jung actively kept
the notebooks for many more decades. Presented in a
magnificent, seven-volume boxed collection featuring
a revelatory essay by noted Jung scholar Sonu
Shamdasani—illuminated by a selection of Jung’s
vibrant visual works—and both translated and
facsimile versions of each notebook, The Black Books
offer a unique portal into Jung’s mind and the origins
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of analytical psychology.
In 2009, WW Norton published ‘The Red Book’, a book
written by Jung in 1913-1914 but not previously
published. Snippets of information about the likely
contents of the Red Book had been in circulation for
years, and there was much debate and eager
anticipation of its publication within the Jungian field
and the larger reading public. In 2010, a conference
was held at the San Francisco Jungian Institute which
brought together an international group of
distinguished scholars in analytical psychology to
explore and address critical contextual aspects of
‘The Red Book’ and to debate its importance for
current and future Jungian theory and practice. The
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Red Book: Reflections on C.G. Jung’s Liber Novus is
based on that conference, the individual papers have
been thoroughly revised and updated for this book
and address some of the important questions and
issues that were raised at that conference in response
to the presentation of these papers. As yet there has
been very little published about ‘The Red Book’. The
Red Book: Reflections on C.G. Jung’s Liber Novus will
contribute to setting the agenda for further research,
both scholarly and clinical, in response to Jung’s
account of his experiences between 1913-1914, when
arguably, the future course of his entire project was
set in motion. This book will be essential reading for
any Jungian interested in the importance of The Red
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Book, analytical psychologists, trainee analysts, those
with an interest in the history of ideas and historians.
The Essential Jung: Selected Writings
Dreams
For Love of the Imagination
The Correspondence of C. G. Jung and Hans SchmidGuisan, 1915–1916
Collected Papers on Analytical Psychology

The concept of masculinity was crucial
not only to Jung's revolutionary
theories of the human psyche, but also
to his own personal development. If, as
Jung believed, "modern man is already
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so darkened that nothing beyond the
light of his own intellect illuminates
his world," then it is essential to
show every man the limits of his
understanding and how to overcome them.
In Aspects of the Masculine Jung does
this by revealing his most significant
insights concerning the nature and
motivations of masculinity, both
conscious and unconscious, and
explaining how this affects the
development of the personality.
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Offering a unique perspective on the
masculine, based upon both his personal
and clinical experiences, Jung asks
questions that remain as insistent as
ever. He offers answers that--whether
they surprise, shock or
edify--challenge us to re-examine our
contemporary understanding of
masculinity.
Carl Gustav Jung was the pioneering
founder of analytical psychology, a
form of analysis that has
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revolutionised the approach to mental
illness and the study of the mind. In
this anthology, David Tacey brings
together a selection of Jung's essays
from his famous Collected Works.
Divided into four parts, each with a
brand new introduction, this book
considers 17 of Jung’s most important
papers covering: the nature of the
psyche archetypes religion and culture
therapy and healing. This accessible
collection is essential reading for
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undergraduates on analytical psychology
courses, those on psychotherapy
training courses, and students studying
symbolism and dreams, or archetypal
approaches to literature, cinema,
religious studies, sociology or
philosophy. The text is an informative
introduction for general readers as
well as analysts and academics who want
to learn more about C. G. Jung's
contribution to psychoanalysis, and how
his ideas are still extremely relevant
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in the world today.
Extracts from Jung's writings that
"pinpoint his many original
contributions and relate the
development of his thought to his
biography."--Page 4 of cover.
This compact volume of extracts from
the 20 volumes of Jung's published
writings, presents him clearly, in his
own words and in precis. Jung's writing
is the key to understanding 20th
century psychology, psychiatry and
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psychoanalysis. Most of the terms of
reference now used, such as extrovert,
collective unconscious, archetype are
Jungian.
Authorised Trans. Ed. by Constance E.
Long
Wounded Healer of the Soul
The Essential Jung
Psychology of C G Jung
The Question of Psychological Types
Jungian film studies is a fast-growing academic field, but
Jungian and post-Jungian concepts are still new to many
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academics and film critics. Helena Bassil-Morozow and
Luke Hockley present Jungian Film Studies: The Essential
Guide, the first book to bring together all the different
strands, issues and arguments in the discipline, and guide
the reader through the various ways in which Jungian
psychology can be applied to moving images. BassilMorozow and Hockley cover a range of Jungian concepts
including the collective unconscious, archetypes, the
individuation process, alchemy, and signs and symbols,
showing how they can be used to discuss the core
cinematic issues such as narrative structure, gender,
identity, genre, authorship, and phenomenology. The
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authors argue that, as a place where the unconscious and
conscious meet, cinema offers the potential for imagery
that is psychologically potent, meaningful, and that plays
a role in our personal psychological development. This
much-needed book, which bridges the space between
Jungian concepts and traditional film theory, will be
essential reading for scholars and students of Analytical
Psychology, psychoanalysis, Jungian film studies, media,
film and cultural studies, psychosocial psychology and
clinical psychology. It will also appeal to analytical
psychologists, psychotherapists and readers with an
interest in film analysis.
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Explores Jung's psychological concepts regarding the
nature, function and importance of man's symbols as they
appear on both the conscious and subconscious level
Extracted from Volume 8. Includes the title essay and "On
Psychic Energy."
Jung and Kierkegaard identifies authenticity, suffering
and self-deception as the three key themes that connect
the work of Carl Jung and Søren Kierkegaard. There is, in
the thinking of these pioneering psychologists of the
human condition, a fundamental belief in the healing
potential of a religious outlook. This engaging and erudite
text explores the significance of the similarities of thinking
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between Kierkegaard and Jung, bridging the gap between
the former’s particular brand of existential Christian
psychology and the latter’s own unique philosophy. Given
the similarity of their work and experiences that were
common to both of their personal biographies,
particularly the relationship that each had with his father,
one might expect Jung to have found in Kierkegaard a
kindred spirit. Yet this was not the case, and Jung viewed
Kierkegaard with great scorn. That there exists such a
strong comparison and extensive overlap in the life and
thought of these towering figures of psychology and
philosophy leads us to question why it is that Jung so
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strongly rejected Kierkegaard. Such hostility is
particularly fascinating given the striking similarity that
Jung’s own analytical psychology bears to the Christian
psychology upheld by Kierkegaard. Cook’s thoughtprovoking book fills a very real gap in Jungian
scholarship and is the first attempt to undertake a direct
comparison between Jung and Kierkegaard’s models of
development. It is therefore essential reading for
academics and postgraduate students with an interest in
Jungian and Kierkegaard scholarship, as well as
psychology, philosophy and religion more generally.
A Biography in Books
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Revised Edition
A Little Book of Essential Quotes on Life, Love, and
Consciousness
Aspects of the Masculine
Ego and Archetype
In Jungian Literary Criticism: the essential guide, Susan
Rowland demonstrates how ideas such as archetypes,
the anima and animus, the unconscious and
synchronicity can be applied to the analysis of literature.
Jung’s emphasis on creativity was central to his own
work, and here Rowland illustrates how his concepts can
be applied to novels, poetry, myth and epic, allowing a
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reader to see their personal, psychological and historical
contribution. This multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary
approach challenges the notion that Jungian ideas
cannot be applied to literary studies, exploring Jungian
themes in canonical texts by authors including
Shakespeare, Jane Austen and W. B. Yeats as well as
works by twenty-first century writers, such as in digital
literary art. Rowland argues that Jung’s works
encapsulate realities beyond narrow definitions of what a
single academic discipline ought to do, and through
using case studies alongside Jung’s work she
demonstrates how both disciplines find a home in one
another. Interweaving Jungian analysis with literature,
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Jungian Literary Criticism explores concepts from the
shadow to contemporary issues of ecocriticism and
climate change in relation to literary works, and
emphasises the importance of a reciprocal relationship.
Each chapter concludes with key definitions, themes and
further reading, and the book encourages the reader to
examine how worldviews change when disciplines
combine. The accessible approach of Jungian Literary
Criticism: the essential guide will appeal to academics
and students of literary studies, Jungian and postJungian studies, literary theory, environmental
humanities and ecocentrism. It will also be of interest to
Jungian analysts and therapists in training and in
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practice.
This book is about the individual's journey to
psychological wholeness, known in analytical psychology
as the process of individuation. Edward Edinger traces
the stages in this process and relates them to the search
for meaning through encounters with symbolism in
religion, myth, dreams, and art. For contemporary men
and women, Edinger believes, the encounter with the
self is equivalent to the discovery of God. The result of
the dialogue between the ego and the archetypal image
of God is an experience that dramatically changes the
individual's worldview and makes possible a new and
more meaningful way of life.
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Carl Jung was the founder of analytical psychology who
revolutionized the way we approached the human
psyche. Drawing on Eastern mysticism, mythology and
dream analysis to develop his theories, Jung proposed
many ideas which are still influential today, including
introversion, extroversion and the collective unconscious.
Knowledge in a Nutshell: Carl Jung introduces
psychologist Jung's ideas in an engaging and easy-tounderstand format. Jungian psychology expert Gary
Bobroff breaks down the concepts of the psyche,
collective unconscious, archetypes, personality types
and more in this concise book. He also explores the
influence on Eastern philosophy and religion on Jung's
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ideas, and how spiritualism enriched his theories. With
useful diagrams and bullet-point summaries at the end of
each chapter, this book provides an essential
introduction to this influential figure and explains the
relevance of Jung's ideas to the modern world. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The 'Knowledge in a Nutshell' series by
Arcturus Publishing provides engaging introductions to
many fields of knowledge, including philosophy,
psychology and physics, and the ways in which human
kind has sought to make sense of our world.
An eye-opening biography of one of the most influential
psychiatrists of the modern age, drawing from his
lectures, conversations, and own writings. In the spring
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of 1957, when he was eighty-one years old, Carl Gustav
Jung undertook the telling of his life story. Memories,
Dreams, Reflections is that book, composed of
conversations with his colleague and friend Aniela Jaffé,
as well as chapters written in his own hand, and other
materials. Jung continued to work on the final stages of
the manuscript until shortly before his death on June 6,
1961, making this a uniquely comprehensive reflection
on a remarkable life. Fully corrected, this edition also
includes Jung's VII Sermones ad Mortuos.
(From Collected Works Vol. 8)
Jungian Film Studies
Carl Jung
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Memories, Dreams, Reflections
Jungian Literary Criticism

In exploring the manifestations of human spiritual experience
both in the imaginative activities of the individual and in the
formation of mythologies and of religious symbolism in
various cultures, C. G. Jung laid the groundwork for a
psychology of the spirit. The excerpts here illuminate the
concept of the unconscious, the central pillar of his work, and
display ample evidence of the spontaneous spiritual and
religious activities of the human mind. This compact volume
will serve as an ideal introduction to Jung's basic concepts.
Part I of this book, "On the Nature and Functioning of the
Psyche," contains material from four works: "Symbols of
Transformation," "On thePage
Nature
of the Psyche," "The
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Relations between the Ego and the Unconscious," and
"Psychological Types." Also included in Part I are
"Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious" and
"Psychological Aspects of the Mother Archetype." Part II, "On
Pathology and Therapy," includes "On the Nature of Dreams,"
"On the Pathogenesis of Schizophrenia," and selections from
"Psychology of the Transference." In Part III appear
"Introduction to the Religious and Psychological Problems of
Alchemy" and two sections of "Psychology and Religion." Part
IV, called "On Human Development," consists of the essay
"Marriage as a Psychological Relationship."
Though he was a prolific writer and an original thinker of vast
erudition, Jung lacked a gift for clear exposition and his ideas
are less widely appreciated than they deserve. In this concise
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introduction, Anthony Stevens explains clearly the basic
concepts of Jungian psychology: the collective unconscious,
complex, archetype, shadow, persona, anima, animus, and
the individuation of the Self. He examines Jung's views on
such disparate subjects as myth, religion, alchemy,
̀sychronicity', and the psychology of gender differences, and
he devotes separate chapters to the stages of life, Jung's
theory of psychological types, the interpretation of dreams,
the practice of Jungian analysis, and to the unjust allegation
that Jung was a Nazi sympathizer. Finally, he argues that
Jung's visionary powers and profound spirituality have helped
many to find an alternative set of values to the arid
materialism prevailing in Western society. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
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University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way
to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
C. G. Jung: The Basics is an accessible, concise introduction
to the life and ideas of C. G. Jung for readers of all
backgrounds, from those new to Jung's work to those looking
for a convenient reference. Ruth Williams eloquently and
succinctly introduces the key concepts of Jungian theory and
paints his biographical picture with clarity. The book begins
with an overview of Jung's family life, childhood, and
relationship with (and subsequent split from) Sigmund Freud.
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Williams then progresses thematically through the key
concepts in his work, clearly explaining ideas including the
unconscious, the structure of the psyche, archetypes,
individuation, psychological types and alchemy. C. G. Jung:
The Basics also presents Jung's theories on dreams and the
self, and explains how his ideas developed and how they can
be applied to everyday life. The book also discusses some of
the negative claims made about Jung, especially his ideas on
politics, race, and gender, and includes detailed explanations
and examples throughout, including a chronology of Jung's
life and suggested further reading. C. G. Jung: The Basics will
be key reading for students at all levels coming to Jung's
ideas for the first time and general readers with an interest in
his work. For those already familiar with Jungian concepts, it
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will provide a helpful guide to applying these ideas to the real
world.
The definitive one-volume collection of Jung quotations C. G.
Jung (1875‒1961) was a preeminent thinker of the modern
era. In seeking to establish an interdisciplinary science of
analytical psychology, he studied psychiatry, religion,
mysticism, literature, physics, biology, education, and
criminology. He introduced the concepts of extraversion and
introversion, and terms such as complex, archetype,
individuation, and the collective unconscious. He stressed the
primacy of finding meaning in our lives. The Quotable Jung is
the single most comprehensive collection of Jung quotations
ever assembled. It is the essential introduction for anyone
new to Jung and the Jungian tradition. It will also inspire
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those familiar with Jung to view him in an entirely new way.
The Quotable Jung presents hundreds of the most
representative selections from the vast array of Jung's books,
essays, correspondence, lectures, seminars, and interviews,
as well as the celebrated Red Book, in which Jung describes
his own fearsome confrontation with the unconscious.
Organized thematically, this collection covers such topics as
the psyche, the symbolic life, dreams, the analytic process,
good and evil, creativity, alchemical transformation, death and
rebirth, the problem of the opposites, and more. The
quotations are arranged so that the reader can follow the
thread of Jungʼs thought on these topics while gaining an
invaluable perspective on his writings as a whole. Succinct
and accessible, The Quotable Jung also features a preface
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by Judith Harris and a detailed chronology of Jungʼs life and
work. The single most comprehensive collection of Jung
quotations ever assembled Features hundreds of quotes
Covers such topics as the psyche, dreams, good and evil,
death and rebirth, and more Includes a detailed chronology of
Jungʼs life and work Serves as the ideal introduction to Jung
and the Jungian tradition
Two Essays in Analytical Psychology
(From Volumes 4, 8, 12, and 16 of the Collected Works of C.
G. Jung) (New in Paper)
The complete guide to the great psychoanalyst, including the
unconscious, archetypes and the self
How To Read Jung
The Undiscovered Self
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The Essential JungSelected and introduced by Anthony
StorrPrinceton University Press
Although the works of C.G. Jung have received
worldwide attention, there has been surprisingly little
engagement by philosophers. In this volume,
internationally recognized philosophers, Jungian
analysts, and scholars attempt to fill this void in the
literature. Although Jung did not have a formalized,
systematic philosophy, the philosophical implications of
his thought are explored in relation to his key theoretical
postulates on archetypes, the collective unconscious, the
mind-body problem, phenomenology, epistemology,
psychology of religion, alchemy, myth, ethics, aesthetics,
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and the question of transcendence. Through analyzing
Jung philosophically, new vistas emerge for enhanced
explication, theoretical refinement, revision, and
redirecting shifts in emphasis that lend more proper
cohesion to Jung’s philosophy. For the first time we may
observe philosophers attempting to unpack the
philosophical consequences of Jung’s thought applied
to many traditional topics covered in the humanities and
the social sciences. Given that Jung has not been
historically taken up by philosophers, critiqued, nor
applied to contemporary theories of mind, culture, and
human nature, this is the first book of its kind. It is argued
that a new generation of research in analytical
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psychology can benefit from philosophical scrutiny and
theoretical fortification. Jung and Philosophy will be of
interest to psychoanalysts, philosophers, cultural
theorists, religious scholars, and the disciplines of depth
psychology and post-Jungian studies.
The first fully-illustrated biography of Carl Jung, the great
20th-century thinker famous for his pioneering
exploration of dreams, the unconscious, and spirituality
in psychology Carl Jung continues to be revered today
as a true revolutionary who helped to shape psychology,
provided a bridge between Western and Eastern
spirituality, and brought into general awareness such
fundamental concepts as archetypes, the collective
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unconscious, and synchronicity. In this important book,
Claire Dunne chronicles Jung’s journey of self-discovery
from a childhood filled with visions both terrifying and
profound, through his early professional success, to his
rediscovery of spirituality in mid-life. Special attention is
paid to the tumultuous relationships between Jung and
Sigmund Freud, the unconventional yet vital role
performed by his colleague Toni Wolff, and the
revelatory visions Jung experienced following a close
brush with death. The words of Jung himself and those
who shared his work and private life are shared
verbatim, connected by Claire Dunne’s lively and
accessible commentary and by an evocative array of
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illustrations—including photographs of Jung, his
associates, and the environments in which he lived and
worked, as well as art images both ancient and
contemporary that reflect Jung’s teachings. Jung
emerges as a healer whose skills arose from having first
attended to the wounds in his own soul. This is an
essential work of reference as well as a fascinating and
entertaining read for everyone interested in psychology,
spirituality, and personal development.
Essential Carl Jung Quotes Now at Your Fingertips! This
little book of quotes by Carl Jung covers all his profound
quotes on life, art, psychology, liberation, religion, etc.
Makes for a unique gift to those who appreciate profound
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thoughts and ideas Highly quotable lines you can use (or
take inspiration) for your own writing "We meet ourselves
time and again in a thousand disguises on the path of
life." Carl Jung "The woman is increasingly aware that
love alone can give her full stature, just as the man
begins to discern that spirit alone can endow his life with
its highest meaning. Fundamentally, therefore, both seek
a psychic relation to the other, because love needs the
spirit, and the spirit love, for their fulfillment." Carl Jung
"Perfection belongs to the Gods; the most we can hope
for is excellence." Carl Jung
Depth Psychology and Climate Change
On the Nature of the Psyche
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The Basic Writings of C.G. Jung
Jung and Kierkegaard
Depth Psychology and Climate Change offers
a sensitive and insightful look at how
ideas from depth psychology can move us
beyond psychological overwhelm when facing
the ecological disaster of climate change
and its denial. Integrating ideas from
disciplines including anthropology,
politics, spirituality, mythology and
philosophy, contributors consider how
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being and how we can place hope and
radical uncertainty alongside rage and
despair. The book explores symbols of
transformation, myths and futures; and is
structured to encourage regular
reflection. Each contributor brings their
own perspective – green politics, change
and loss, climate change denial,
consumerism and our connection to nature –
suggesting responses to mental suffering
arising from an unstable and uncertain
international outlook. They examine how
subsequent changes in consciousness can
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develop. This book will be essential
reading for analytical psychologists,
Jungian analysts and psychotherapists, as
well as academics and students of Jungian
and post-Jungian studies. It will also be
of great interest to academics and
students of the politics and policy of
climate change, anthropology, myth and
symbolism and ecopsychology, and to anyone
seeking a new perspective on the climate
emergency.
'The world today hangs by a thin thread,
and that thread is the psyche of man' C.
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G. Jung Jung was the original antipsychiatrist, who believed that the real
patient was not the suffering individual,
but a sick and ailing Western
civilization. He was not interested in
developing a narrow therapy that would
help fit the individual into an
untransformed society. His true aim, in
all of his work, was a therapy of the
West. David Tacey introduces the reader to
Jung's unique style and approach, which is
at once scientific and prophetic. Through
a series of close readings of Jung's
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works, he explores the radical themes at
the core of Jung's psychology, and
interprets for us the dynamic vision of
the whole self that inspires and motivates
his work. Extracts are taken from Jung's
autobiography, Memories, Dreams,
Reflections, and from his collected works,
including Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious and Civilization in
Transition.
Jung
Man and His Symbols
The Quotable Jung
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